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Truck Scales
Creating Scale Tickets
Scale Hopper Screen
1. The Scale Hopper is the main screen for yard and scale functions. The Scale Hopper automatically opens when using the high
speed login. If logging in Regular Mode user can access it by going to Scale ManagementScale Hopper.
2.

is used for trader/commercial/contract accounts.

is used for public activities.
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Starting a New Dealer Scale Ticket Screen
1. To enter the customer information
a. Customer
i. In Customer field, start typing the customer name and then select the appropriate customer from the list.
ii. Click on the down arrow and click on the company in the list.
iii. Click on the
button and the Select Dealer Level Customer screen will appear.
iv. The selected customer’s information will appear on the scale ticket.
b. Optionali.
Enter the truck information by typing it in or selecting one from the drop down list and the information will fill in
automatically.
c. There are 3 buttons for haulers.
i.
- Select a date and driver from the drop down list, you can also enter the pickup date and
customer (Dispatch related- if a dispatch exists, then it will populate Driver and Customer
ii.
- Select a hauler from the drop down list
iii.
-Enter the Expense Vendor and Details

Inbound

Outbound

2. Select type of ticket being made. The green buttons are for inbound loads and blue buttons are for outbound loads.
a.
- Used for weighing items that are dumped from a roll-off, Lugger or End Dump style truck where you
will weigh the entire truck to get gross and tare weights. This can be used to weigh single item loads or multiple items
that are dumped sequentially.
b.

- Used for weighing multiple items. Use this option when you are not weighing the truck and will weigh
each individual item received. This is used in smaller scales.

c.

- Used to weigh in loads of material that will be sorted or broken out at a later time. This allows you to
get multiple truck weights and put the scale ticket into the Loads to Sort Hopper. These loads are typically not done on a
“Live” basis.

d.

- Used to weigh outbound shipments on the truck scale. This option allows for basic shipping information
to be entered and for the scale weights to be obtained.

e.

- Used for entering detailed information about a shipment. This includes packing list, container
information, etc. This screen is not tied to the scale.
TIP: Within ROM, use the “Cancel”, “Close” or “Exit” buttons to close a window. Do not use the X in the upper right hand corner.
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3 Different Inbound Receiving Types
Receiving LIVE Dump Loads
Basic Overview of the Live Dump Process in ROM
When the driver arrives to take the heavy weight:
1. Start a new scale ticket and enter the customer information
2. Enter the item
3. Enter the heavy weight. Click S to capture scale weight or M to enter manual weight.
4. Click on Save. The inspection stub will print if setup for the workstation. The inspection stub is given to the driver who then
goes to the back to unload.
When the driver returns to take the light weight:
5. Select the ticket from the Scale Hopper
6. Click “Open Selected Ticket”
7. Enter the light weight.
8. Save and print the ticket.
9. Ticket Complete
Taking the Heavy Weight (Live Dump)
1. The minimum needed to create a scale ticket is the
customer name. All other information is as required
by company. (i.e.: Vehicle Plate, Truck/Contr,
Trailer/Chas, Vehicle Type, Driver, Other ID)
2. There are 3 ways to enter inventory items:
a. Touch the
button and the Select
Inventory Item screen will appear
b. Click a hot button and the information will be
entered
c. Or click on the
field drop down and
select an item from the list
3. To override the inventory description with a
different name type in an override name in the Over
Ride space
4. Enter the Gross weight and packaging.
a. To enter the weight of the item, use
button
for scale weights or
button to manually enter
the weights
5. Click on “Save – Sequential Weight Ticket”. If set,
the inspection stub will print and be given to the
customer to give to the inspector.
6. Ticket is added to the hopper.
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Taking the Light Weight (Live Dump)
1. Click on the ticket from within the hopper.
2. Click on
.
3. Enter the Tare weight.
a. Enter the weight of the truck with the loads using the scale
( ) or manual ( )

4. If there are more inventory items being dumped
a. Click on the “Next Item” tab and add the inventory
description (click on
button or Inventory drop
down or hot button)
b. Then click
, this will return the ticket to the scale
hopper.
5. Repeat steps 2 and 3
NOTE: The Tare weight from the first item item became the
gross for the second.
This can be done multiple times as long as the customer
comes
back to the scale each time to weight the next item.
6. If there are no other items to add to the ticket, click on
.

Gross Weight Screen Tabs

↑ Onscreen keyboard tab ↑

↑ Expenses tab ↑

↑ Order Info tab ↑

↑ Customer Wts tab ↑
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Reopening a Completed Scale Ticket
Receiving Scale Ticket-Truck Weight Screen

1. Click on

.

2. Select

.

3. Enter the ticket number and click on

.

4. The Receiving Ticket Scale Weight screen opens. Make any
necessary changes. If weights were captured from the scale
then they cannot be changed.
5. Click on
when complete.

6. Click on
before clicking

. If a new printout is required
can be selected or click
to get printouts.
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Editing a Receiving Ticket from Detailed Screen

1. Click
2. Click on

.
.

3. Enter the ticket number and click

.

4. Make the necessary changes. Changes can be made
at this screen to the item, packaging, and weights only
if the weights are not taken form the scale as Scale
weights cannot be changed.
5. If not completed with the detail screen, click on
.
If completed with the detail screen, click on
and
.
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Live Dock (No Truck Weights)
Weighing and Taking Inventory of Each Item
4. Click on
5. Enter the customer name.
6. Click on

.

.

The scale ticket can
the company and/or
the contact name. To select one, click on the down arrow and click
“Company only”, “Contact only”, or “Both”
4. Click
then select the new item.
a. Select from additional hot buttons
b. Inventory item expansion on left of screen
c. Secondary look up screen

5. Select the item from the drop down list or use the hot buttons
on the secondary lookup.
6. Click Return
a. To change the inventory name for an item that is being
received:
i. To enter how it was described by the supplier, click
the
button or select from drop down
inventory list
ii. To enter the item, as it should go into inventory,
click the
button or select from drop down
inventory list
iii. To override the inventory description with a different
name
7. Click the
button to select from a list of override names
entered at the order level
8. Type in an override name in the space
9. Select packaging information underneath the names:
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a. The number of packages is a double arrow- move the
number higher or lower using the arrows or type the
number in using the keypad
b. The types of packaging are a drop down list
10. Enter the weights.
11. Contamination- Click on the Notes tab, this contains more
information about the item
a. There is a list of types of contamination; select the type of
contamination, such as dirt or moisture.
b. Adjustment– The weight can be adjusted for the
contamination, either using lbs or %. Type the number
and then select % or lbs.
c. Item on Hold– If there is a problem with this item and you
do not want it to be purchased, but you want to mark the
ticket complete and allow the rest of the items to be
purchased, you can place the item on hold. At a later
date, you can then come back to the ticket, click on the
Release Item Button. This will allow you to modify the
item and/or enter split information and purchase the item.
d. View Chain of Custody- Click on this button to see the
Chain of Custody Flow Chart which details out where the
material has been in the facility and where it was
ultimately sold. (Requires Chain of Custody Module and
Advanced WIP Tracking)
e. MRF Characterization/Allocation– If the material is
commingled or a single stream type of item that has a
Characterization or Allocation, you can select or modify
the allocation from the drop down list.
f. Item Notes– allows you to put additional information about
each line item.
12. Continue to add items and their weight until complete. Click
after each item.
13. Click on
.
14. When prompted, verify that the weight ticket is complete.
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Receiving Mixed Load to Sort
Truck Weigh-In
1. Click on

.

2. Enter the customer name.
3. Click on

.

4. Enter the heavy weight.
5. Use the other tabs when applicable.
6. Click on

.

NOTE: If an item is not selected the item will show as “Sort”.
7. If you would like to print an inspections stub, click
.
8. Click on

.
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Taking the Lite Weight (Tare Weight of the Truck)
1.

Select the ticket.

2. Click on

.

3.

Add the tare weight.

4.

Click on

.

5. Click on
. If a scale ticket printout
is required click
before sending to Sorting
System. If you would like to print an inspection stub, click
. Button will turn white when it is selected.

Options
– This option holds the ticket in the Scale Hopper, if you have weighed the truck with the
trailer and need to work on another ticket. This allows you to keep working on a different ticket while you wait for
the truck to return for another heavy weight.
2.
– This option sends the ticket on to the Loads to Sort Hopper. The ticket will open into
the Small Scale screen to enter the sorted items into inventory.
1.

3.
4.
5.

– The ticket will be printed and closed.
– The ticket will be saved and returned to the Scale Hopper.
– The ticket will not be saved, but reopened.
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Sorting the Load into Items
The ticket is now out of hopper and into “Loads to Sort”
9. Click on

.

10. Select the ticket.

11. Click on

.

12. Add a new item. Use

as a shortcut if applicable.

13. User needs to remove the original scaled weight and to click
on the Truck WT tab to know the weight that should be sorted.
Note: If an item was selected at the Truck Scale screen, it will add
one line in the detail screen. The user can remove this line and the
truck weights will remain on the ticket. To see the truck weights,
click on the Truck WT tab.

Items are added to the list above. Each line item can be a WIP,
Finished Good or an Open Bin Tag.
Refer to the section on “Tags” for more information
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14. If not complete, click on
back to the sorting system.

to send the ticket

If complete with adding weight, click on

.

15. Select “Yes” to verify that the ticket is complete.
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Sorting / Splitting Items into Sub-Items
1. Click on the line item.
2. Click on

.

3. Click on

.

4. Choose the Sub-Item”
5. Click on

.
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6. Add weight. It is subtracted from total weight.
7. Add the contamination type and amount, if applicable. If
contamination needs to be taken from the original item then a
new sub-item line needs to be created.
8. Add other applicable information.
9. Click on

.

The item is now displayed as having “Sub Item”.
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